
                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                                   

 

 

 

To be a Counselor, you must be at least 20 years of age and agree by your signature to the following 

expectations. For first time Counselors, please include/attach a short paragraph on why you believe God 

can use you as a Counselor at Teen Camp. Pastor Ryan Guenther will/must personally approve every 

Counselor upon receipt of this signed application.                 

I (print name)__________________________________ understand that to be a Counselor, I must agree 

to the following expectations:  

1. I should be an example for the teens in every area, including the Standards and Guidelines as detailed (on 

the web at: KJVTEENS4CHRIST.com) with a proper attitude.                                         

2. My general testimony, in life will greatly influence my potential eligibility to be a Counselor, including 

faithful attendance to church and all things posted on social media    

3. My pastor/youth pastor may be contacted for a personal reference     

4. I will be given a particular responsibility from Pastor Ryan for the week of camp that will most likely 

include Verse Memorization, Camp Booklets, specific supervision duties and many various jobs. Kitchen 

Duty may be needed for a specific time as well.       

5. I may not be directly over any teenager, and in this case, will divert authority and/or discipline to the main 

counselor and will relay all appropriate communication.       

6. I will work as a team with the other counselors, Pastor Ryan and the Camp staff.    

7. I understand that I am not attending teen camp to play, or be with my friends, but rather; to be a help in this 

teen ministry for the cause of Christ.        

8. I understand that although there will be an attempt of good faith, there is no guarantee I will be placed with 

the group I am familiar with        

9. I must have a background check completed and turned into VBC by June 1st (form can be provided 

through Victory Baptist Church and Mrs. Kara Guenther)    

10. Pastor Ryan has the right to make exceptions to the age rule of 20 years but exceptions will prove the rule 

11. Pastor Ryan holds the final decision to decline or accept any counselor/helper even if they meet all 

requirements 

12. As part of the counselor code of conduct, no worker/volunteer/helper/ adult counselor (as described by law) 

shall be in a casual/personal texting conversation with a minor of the opposite gender.   

13. As part of the Code of Conduct, no worker/volunteer/helper/ adult counselor (as described by law) shall be 

in a boyfriend/girlfriend type relationship with a camper.      

 If these expectations are not followed, you may be asked to step down from a                                                                            

  responsibility at camp and/or leave camp at your own expense 

I (signature) _________________________________/ Date: _____________________     

I have read and agree to the expectations provided to become                                                                       

a Counselor with the KJVTEENS4CHRIST ministries at Fort Faith Camp 

 


